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ABSTRACT
Tree shading in urban environment has often been neglected due

to the intensive calculation time required for ray tracing method.

However, tree shading can have a decisive influence on indoor

and outdoor comfort, especially under possibly warmer climate

conditions in cities. This paper describes a voxel based method for

evaluating geometric tree models regarding annual solar radiation

and shading. By using pre-processed shading masks, the interaction

of shading objects can be assessed almost in real time. A sunlight

matrix is created for each tree geometry, effectively dividing the

space into discrete volumes to which results are assigned. These

volumes can be identified by their x, y, and z coordinates. Thereby,

assessments about the shading of areas and building parts in an

urban environment can be made. This method is scaleable and can

be used to compute other energy and comfort indicators in urban

areas. Our validation indicated a mean deviation of 0.82% between

the developed methodology and a conventional approach, whilst

achieving a simulation-time reduction of 97.6%.

CCS CONCEPTS
• Computing methodologies → Real-time simulation; • Ap-
plied computing→ Architecture (buildings).
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1 INTRODUCTION
People today are facing the challenges of climate change, the in-

creasing world population as well as the scarcity of resources. Due

to a general trend of urbanization, growing cities will have a key

role in the coming transformation processes in terms of energy-

consumption and well-being. Creating liveable and energy-efficient

cities is the task of today’s architects and urban planners. This

requires a rigorous analysis of site, climate and culture.

Creating climate-responsive environments in an urban context is

indispensable for sustainable neighborhood and current energy

efficiency concepts at the building scale need to be adapted for

climate change.

Rising temperatures and overheating cannot be compensated with

an increase of cooling devices but through the design of passive

measures with no or minor energy demand and carbon emissions.

One of these measures is the installation of shading objects in the

outdoor environment, such as building integrated components or

trees. An understanding of the relationship between design and

environmental factors at the site increases the prospect of making

sustainable decisions in the early design phases. This is especially

important when planningmeasures within the urban building stock,

such as refurbishment or densification. In this field of application

climate adaption processes have to be taken into account and ar-

chitects need to make informed decisions in early design stages.

Currently shading analysis is conducted when design is nearly fin-

ished, making changes increasingly difficult [21]. Therefore, it is

necessary to calculate and provide the required shading analyses

for the early design in real time to support and inform the architects

design process. A proven platform for this use case is the Collabo-

rative Design Platform (CDP) [23].

1.1 Application scenario
The research project focuses on Densification in the context of cli-
mate change and provides the simulation and visualization in a

design-decision-support platform, CDP, for use in early design and

planning processes. This is intended to facilitate the evaluation of

planning decisions in municipal urban development processes. The

project uses data from the city of Munich as sample data and should

be transferable to other cities in Bavaria and other regions with

similar climatic conditions. It closes an important gap for planning,

which has so far lacked such easy-to-use tools. CDP investigates

how to combine analog methods of architectural design with digital

https://doi.org/10.1145/1122445.1122456
https://doi.org/10.1145/1122445.1122456
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design techniques. Physical models are seamlessly connected to

their digital twins, expanding them by additional layers of informa-

tion. Allowing to visualize any underlying semantic information, or

even simulation-results. In this project, the focus is laid on the effect

of densification on climate change (energy demand, greenhouse

gas (GHG) emissions) and urban microclimate. For the latter, the

examined parameters are: wind, air temperature, humidity, solar

radiation, clothing factor and the metabolic rate, aggregated in the

Universal Thermal Climate Index (UTCI). The output of the UTCI

indicates the thermal outdoor comfort in the urban environment

and ranges from extreme cold to extreme heat [4] [13]. As shown

by Zölch [26], green infrastructure offers significant potentials for

mitigating heat stress during summer months. Especially trees have

proven to be most effective by providing shade for open spaces and

buildings in addition to evapotranspirative cooling, thus having

positive influence on UTCI. Rahman et. al [19] monitored surface

temperatures under two tree species in Munich and found a maxi-

mum reduction up to 25.6
◦
C for asphalt and 9

◦
C for grass surfaces.

Resulting improvements of outdoor air temperatures through tree

shading are shown in other studies [17] [25].

However, annual solar radiation studies are often neglected in

urban planning. Therefore, we propose a new simulation method-

ology, which allows to assess annual shading in the urban context

in real time.

1.2 State of the art
In the context of the existing research, three different methods for

solar analysis at the urban scale were found. These include ray

tracing-, cumulative sky, and artificial intelligence-methods. With

these methods, climate based weather data can be used to create

light and shadow studies and subsequently simulate the thermal

behavior of buildings:

1.2.1 Ray tracing. The ray tracing method is used in computer

graphics to generate raster images. The simplest ray tracing method

is called ray casting, in which a simple ray is projected onto an

image plane. The light that is reflected by other objects is ignored

in the ray casting method. This method requires a pre-modelled

3D scene including light source, an eye point, an image plane and

rays. The image plane is a virtual screen with grid points (pixels),

on which the rendered image is generated. For each pixel on the

image plane, a ray is sent from the eye point to the scene. The

ray hits the surface of the object and creates an intersection point,

where the distance to the image is measured. Each ray must be

tested for intersection of all the objects in the scene whereby the

image is rendered [3] [14]. In particular, the rendering frommultiple

light bounces in real time is CPU/GPU resource intensive. When

creating images in real time, the processor’s task is to handle the

operations rapidly in order not to interrupt the human-machine

interaction [8] [7] [10]. In recent years, user-friendly applications

like Ladybug Tools have become established. Ladybug Tools is an
environmental design plug-in for Grasshopper 3D and automates

analysis and computation. An easy-to-use graphical visualization

in 2D and 3D helps to interpret and evaluate the results. With the

help of additional physics engines, including Radiance [12], Daysim,

and EnergyPlus, validated energy and daylight calculations can be

created. Ladybug and Honeybee rely on GenCumulative Sky [5]

for ray tracing. This is very useful for single shapes or buildings,

but too time consuming for multi-criteria analysis in urban areas

in real time.

1.2.2 Cumulative sky. With the increasing importance of Nearly

Zero Energy Buildings (nZEB), the use of solar radiation has be-

come a central issue in the heat and energy supply of urban areas.

However, the evaluation of the feasibility of solar potential is inten-

sive in calculation. Building on ray tracing methods, Robinson et.

al. [5] developed a preprocessing approach to a cumulative sky radi-

ance distribution for use in ray tracing software;GenCumulativeSky.
Their motivation was to improve computation efficiency by using

a subdivided sky vault to predict annual irradiation. This approach

attempts to strike a balance between accuracy and efficiency for

the calculation of photovoltaics (PV) potential and solar irradiance

in the urban context [5] [11].

1.2.3 Artificial intelligence. In urban areas, the calculation of mi-

croclimatic indicators (solar radiation, evaporation cooling, wind

flows, etc.) is required to incorporate multi-criteria analyses in early

design and planning phases. To decrease time-consuming computa-

tional operations, different Artificial Intelligence (AI) methods for

the calculation of urban criteria have been developed. For AI meth-

ods, input data is required. This data is generated from simulation

or measured outcomes [1] [22]. The advantage of AI methods is that

if the pre-trained model is successfully prepared and trained, fast

results are achieved. Disadvantages include the long preparation

time and the fact that if the database is not diverse enough, the

calculation results may be incorrect. Researchers at the Institute

of Earth and Environmental Sciences Freiburg have demonstrated

the applicability of artificial neural networks for urban outdoor

comfort studies [16].

1.3 Research gap
All of the above mentioned approaches rely on resource-intensive

computing methods and they are not sufficient to simulate big scale

urban areas in real-time.

In the context of the research project, there are clear specifications

for the simulation time to ensure human-machine communication.

It is therefore necessary to find approaches and solutions that enable

an approximation of solar potential in larger test areas (urban-

scale)in real time.

2 METHODOLOGY
In the following section, a methodology is suggested which allows

calculation of sunlight hours and shading effects on an urban scale

close to real time by using a voxel based preprocessing approach

for standard geometries.

An evaluation of the simulation time of a conventional approach

(Ladybug and Grasshopper 3D) underlines this necessity by identi-

fying an exponential relation between study area and simulation

time.

In our generic study, annual sunlight hours were simulated for a

square plot with a variable edge length, while the resolution was

held constant at 1 meter. The analysis was conducted on a 6-core
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Figure 1: Relation of simulation time in conventional methods

processor with parallel processing enabled. In Figure 1 the simula-

tion time is plotted against the edge length. A power function of

0.01∗x2.12 is identified as relationship between edge length and sim-

ulation time, thus making sunlight hour studies increasingly time

intensive for urban scale analyses. Even though high-performance

computers with high numbers of processing cores could generate

output in real time, it would require immense computing resources

for a mediocre resolution.

2.1 Concept
An exact representation of existent and future trees cannot be given

in most urban planning processes due to the lack of volumetric

data on existing trees, as well as uncertainties in the growth of

new ones. Therefore, a generic representation is often used in the

planning process. Moser and Rötzer determined a typical height of

15 meters for a mature city tree in German cities [20]. Therefore,

simulation time can be significantly reduced by pre-processing and

avoid a recalculation of the whole scene. This is implemented by

generating a three-dimensional sunlight matrix for each tree geom-

etry, effectively dividing the space into discrete volumes to which

results are assigned. These volumes can be identified by their x, y,

and z-coordinates, effectively making them pixels in 3D-space or

short voxels.
Voxels are commonly used to represent spatial data, e.g. for graphic

design or medical imaging. There have also been approaches uti-

lizing voxel methodology within the building sector. The works of

De Luca et. al and Alkadri et. al. [2, 6] show the use of geometric

computation to optimize the solar access of buildings by optimizing

their shapes. In these works a solar envelope is generated from

point cloud data in order to assess and optimize the shading of

building volumes. In terms of solar energy calculation, voxel data

models have been used to assess solar potential in 3D urban ar-

eas [15] [18] [9].

The process of generating shading voxels and their application in

urban sunlight hour assessment can be divided into the five steps

described in the following section. These are: (1) creating a base-

case, (2) creating the shading-voxel, (3) initializing a voxel map

(exchanging data), (4) inserting and computing of shading-voxel,

(5) visualization of the voxel-map.

In general, this process can be conducted with any ray-tracing soft-

ware that supports exporting results in lists, such as .csv. Successful
tests have already been performed with Radiance and Ladybug. In

this paper, the workflow will be presented using Ladybug.

2.2 Case definition
In the initial step, a base-case is setup comprised of the building

masses and topography. An annual sunlight-hour simulation for the

base plane and the façades lays the foundation for later processing.

Additionally, a geometrical and semantic model of the tree has to

be created, which will be used to create the shading-voxels of the

generic tree. The initial simulation output of the resulting shading

mask for a single tree is shown in Figure 2.

2.3 Voxel creation
Creating the shading-voxels for the tree model was performed in

Grasshopper 3D and Ladybug. Annual sunlight-hours are computed

for a three-dimensional grid of the surroundings of the tree. To

obtain these results, we created a modified version of the Lady-

bug sunlight hours module, generating a three-dimensional grid of

analysis-points instead of a two-dimensional one. The boundaries

of the analyzed volume were set by the height of the tree in the
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Figure 2: Annual cumulative shading hours of a tree (Rhino,
Ladybug)

z-direction and twice the height in x- and y-direction, as initial

studies showed that these extents allow to include the large ma-

jority of the solar envelope while keeping processing and memory

expenses low. In default, shading was analyzed for an hourly time-

step, however, any other time-step could have been applied. The

generated shading-voxels represent a discrete volume of space, in

this study a grid-size of one meter is chosen, thus each voxel holds

a volume of one cubic metre. The required data for sun altitude and

azimuth were calculated in Ladybug from a given .epw weather-file

and can be specified independently for arbitrary locations.

2.4 Voxel-map initialization / data-exchange

Figure 3: Coordinates and results exported in the matrix

The presented methodology requires binary information for

each point and time-step, indicating whether the point is shaded or

not at a specific hour of the year. Even though Ladybug provides

this output through the sunIsVisible parameter, it is only output as

Grasshopper data-tree and converting this data-tree to a .csv file

with a custom python component is highly inefficient in terms of

processing time. Therefore, the Ladybug sunlight-hours component

is modified to save the results directly from memory to disk. The

modification is implemented utilizing the Python library pickle,
which allows storage of Python variables in a binary file on the

disk.

The results are then extracted by an external Python instance and

loaded into a matrix, specific for each tree. The individual voxels

build the rows of the tree-matrix and contain binary shading data

for each timestep (columns). Each voxel is uniquely addressed by its

volume centroid. In Python, the matrix is implemented as a Pandas

data frame. Pandas is a Python library, which allows to process and

analyze data [24].

Optimizing memory efficiency is crucial since the number of data

points increases exponentially with the considered edge length of

the plot. For a typical urban neighborhood, these are within the

range of 10
9
data-points.

Therefore, the following measures were taken in order to reduce

memory usage: (M1) Shading data was not stored for all hours of

the year, but only during daylight hours. Hours were identified by

computing the sun inclinations for every time-step for the specific

location and excluding hours with negative sun inclination. (M2)

Simulation results indicate shaded areas by returning zeros and

ones if the sun is visible. However, Python stores zeros and ones as

float, requiring 8 bytes for each data point. Since the data is solely

binary, it can be converted to the Boolean data type, thus reducing

memory size by 7/8 for each data point.

Table 1 indicates the improvements gained by applying measure

(M1) and (M2) for a study area with 100 x 100-meter edge length, a

height of 20 meters, and a grid size of 1 meter.

measure memory

usage [GB]

data-points

default 13 1.8 ∗ 109

(M1) 6.6 0.9 ∗ 109

(M2) 1.6 1.8 ∗ 109

(M1) + (M2) 0.8 0.9 ∗ 109

Table 1: Comparison of memory efficiency
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2.5 Voxel computation
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Voxel I = shaded (1)
Voxel II = shaded (1)

Case 3:
Voxel I = unshaded (0)
Voxel II = unshaded (0)

Figure 4: Boolean operation of voxels; 1 = shaded, 0 = un-
shaded

In the real time shading simulation, the tree-matrices are merged

into the global-matrix at the specified locations. These computa-

tion steps are illustrated in Figure 4. Merging the matrices (Fig. 4,

matrices I + II) requires a comparison of the overlapping voxels,

thus making a row by row comparison of the matrices looking for

matching centroids.

For each time step (matrix columns), the shading of overlapping

voxels (matrix rows) is compared. The merged voxel is unshaded

for a timestep if none of the input voxels are shaded (Case 3). Con-

sequently, if any of the voxels for a specific time are shaded, the

merged voxel is shaded as well (Case 1 and 2).

The global voxel-map is then updated on the overlapping coordi-

nates with the merged shading-voxels (Fig. 4, matrices III).

2.6 Voxel-map visualization
In the last step, the voxel-map is intersected horizontally or ver-

tically, by filtering the z-, y- or x- coordinates in the matrix. In

order to calculate the number of annual sunlight hours, the sum

of unshaded hours is computed for each point. Alternatively, the

values can be aggregated to the share of shaded hours.

The aggregated results are then shown as a heatmap and exported

as .csv.

2.7 Summary
Figure 5 summarizes the process, which can be divided into an

initialization phase, covering steps (1) - (3) and a real time phase

(step (4)- (5)). The initialization phase can be further subdivided in

external and internal initialization. In external initialization (steps

(1) + (2)), the creation of the base-case and the shading-voxels are

conducted in an external tool. In step (3) the necessary initialization

for the real time shading simulation is done in Python.

Figure 5: Overview of the methodology
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3 VALIDATION
To test the validity and efficiency of the given method a generic

test-case was created, exemplifying annual sunlight-hours analyses

on an urban scale. The test-case was simulated twice, once with a

conventional tool (Grasshopper 3D + Ladybug) and once with the

described voxel-methodology. A comparison regarding accuracy

and simulation-time concluded the validation.

3.1 Setup

Test-scenario

Location Munich

Analysis Period full-year

Analysis area 50 x 100m

Resolution 1m

Settings of the test-scenario

Parameter Unit Value

Tree height m 9

Tree crown Radius m 3

Voxel count - 3969

Voxel resolution m
3

1.0

Voxel data type boolean 1, 0

Voxel analysis period hours of

year

0 - 8760

Table 2: Setup of the test-scenario

Table 2 summarizes the boundary conditions of the simulation

and Figure 6 illustrates the considered block, extending 50 x 100

meters and 10 meters in height. The grid-size was set to 1 meter.

The objective was to evaluate the shading effect of two trees, which

were planted in the courtyard of the building blocks.

Figure 6: Geometry of the test-scenario

3.2 Result comparison
In the following, the results of the two methodologies are compared.

Figure 7 and 8 show the respective outputs of the conventional and

voxel approach. In Figure 9 the percentage deviation between the

two simulations is plotted for each point of measurement.

Overall, the results indicate a high concordance of the comparison

results in Ladybug and thus the validity of the voxel approach.

The mean deviation amounts to 0.82 % with a maximum positive

deviation of 7.36 % and a maximum negative deviation of -5.13 %.

3.3 Time comparison
Figure 10 shows the simulation times for non-parallelized simu-

lations (one thread) and parallelized simulations with four and

eight threads. Simulation times range between 528 seconds and 198

seconds for Ladybug and 6.6 seconds to 6.2 seconds in the voxel

method.

The results indicate a high correlation between the number of

threads and simulation time in Ladybug. The voxel method, on the

other hand, shows only a minor correlation between simulation

time and thread number. The simulation time is only reduced by

0.5 % by each additional thread. This is attributable to the limited

parallelization facility in Python.

Furthermore, a significant time reduction is achievable by applying

the voxel method over the conventional approach. Time reduction

ranges from 98.7 % if the simulations are not parallelized to 96.9

% if eight threads are used. A mean reduction of 97.6 % is achievable.

4 CONCLUSION
In summary, we developed a real time annual shading simulation

for trees which achieves over 99% result concordance.

The presented approach is divided into an initialization- and a real

time phase. In the initialization phase, a three-dimensional shading

voxel of a tree was generated from conventional ray-tracing tools.

The results are stored in a Python data-matrix and processed in a

specifically developed Python library, which performs the real time

shading simulations.

A generic test-case validated the accuracy of the results, as well as

the asserted simulation-time improvements. The mean deviation of

0.82 % between the new and conventional approach were recorded,

whilst achieving a time reduction of 97.6 %.

5 FURTHER RESEARCH
Even though the presented method achieved a significant time

reduction for shading studies, the voxel-based simulation is still

resource intensive, especially regarding system memory. There-

fore, further research and development is required to make the

method less resource intensive, as well as to increase efficiency by

parallelizing the calculation steps. Furthermore, additional tests, in-

cluding ones with measured-data, should be performed to validate

the model for more complex scenarios. Additionally, further use

cases should be explored, including assessing urban-sites for PV

potential and estimating the daylight-factor in residential buildings.

Moreover, improvements are planned on considering the porosity

of trees over the course of a year. Leaf area density tables could

be applied for calculating the permeability of trees for different

time steps. However, this would require abandoning the memory

efficient binary approach over storing floating points in the matrix.

As described in the Application Scenario, tree shading is not the

only outdoor comfort parameter. In the further rollout of the project,

this analysis will be applied from trees to buildings. Further research
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could also test the applicability of the given approach for more com-

plex outdoor comfort metrics, such as UTCI by adapting the voxel

method for MRT calculations. The integration of computational

fluid dynamics (CFD) could also be tested.

By optimizing and expanding the methodology as described, we

aim to create a holistic tool that allows assessment of all facets

of urban outdoor comfort and the effect of vegetation on energy

use of buildings and indoor comfort in real time. By applying our

approach and making intelligent use of passive outdoor elements

the need for mechanical cooling can be significantly reduced if not

altogether avoided.
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